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one thing though, when i got the
game on my vita, it says its for
3.0 firmware and i dont know
what the hell that means. i

downloaded firmware 3.00 from
this website ( and it says there is

no version of the game for
firmware 3.00. i downloaded the

game on my vita using
homebrew. alright, i think i got
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everything working. i
downloaded the game, copied it
all over, and i put the riivolution
folder from the patch42 in the

apps folder, and it worked. like i
said, if you dont mess around

with anything, everything should
work. i dont know why the

homebrew_browser folder would
be there, but i didnt put it there. i
deleted that folder. if you get the
game on your vita, the first thing
you need to do is go to the apps
folder and copy everything from
private to the apps folder. the

patch folder can go to the private
folder. but make sure to merge

them first by going to the private
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folder and pressing p to open the
patch folder. when you open it, it
should say "merge from patch".
press m for merge. then, open

the riivolution folder and press p
to open the patch folder. then, in

the apps folder, open the
riivolution folder and press p to

open the patch folder. then, open
the fatal frame 4 folder and press
p to open the patch folder. i got

the fatal frame iv from the
japanese psn store on my

computer (downloading it right
now) but my game will not work.

i have checked and the iso is
supposed to be a riivolution. i

have looked for the folder i
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downloaded it to but it is not
there. i have also tried booting
from the iso on a usb memory
drive but i get the "could not

download riivolution.iso" error. i
have also tried putting the iso on

a memory card to be booted. i
have also tried using

finalburnripper and even though
it says the iso file is in the correct

place it wont open. i have tried
this game on three different

computers and two different cds
and all of them gave me this

error. i have tried both english
and japanese versions of the

game. i have tried updating the
bios and nothing changed. i am
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not using any emulators. i also
have the latest version of dolphin
(3.1.0) on my computer. any help

would be greatly appreciated.
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i have been trying to get fatal
frame 4 running on my

computer. i have tried using both
the english and japanese patch,
but i can't get it to run. it was

just recently updated to version
4.0. i downloaded the latest iso

from the website, put it on my sd
card and tried running it in

dolphin browser. i couldn't get it
to work, though i was able to get

to the main menu and select
"customize". it would say

"unknown error" whenever i
clicked on the customize option,
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and i couldn't get it to run. i am
having an issue trying to get fatal

frame 4 running on my
computer. it was recently
updated to version 4.0. i

downloaded the latest iso from
the website, put it on my sd card

and tried running it in dolphin
browser. the gameplay of the

xbox 360 version of the game is
largely the same as the original,

but the pc version has some
features that make it stand out

even more than the xbox
version. this version of the game
has an improved framerate and a
more balanced difficulty setting.

the pc version also has a new
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raid mode, which is essentially
the same as the nightmare mode

but with a twist. the only
difference is that instead of the

camera being raised when a
ghost appears, the screen turns
black and a number appears on
the bottom right corner of the

screen. the number is the
amount of seconds the player

has to press the x button in order
to activate a button that will

reveal the ghost on the screen.
unlike the camera, the button

cannot be shot or damaged and
cannot be used again, so it must
be pressed within that amount of
time. this feature isn't necessary
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for anyone but those who want to
do a specific achievement or

want to do the game on a harder
difficulty. 5ec8ef588b
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